DREW DOGGETT
THE SHAPES OF NATURE

BY: JOSHUA CASPER

D

rew Doggett has trekked through hundred-degree heat in the middle of the
desert and over fifteen-thousand-foot mountain passes in the Himalayas to
capture the glow of the eye of a lily white wild horse and the visceral beauty
of flowing water falls. Whether half way around the world or in the American
heartland, Doggett is driven by the majesty and beauty of remote places and peoples.
Part fashion photographer, part fine artist part documentarian Drew’s lens speaks for
itself, yet the 32-year-old award-winning photojournalist has much to say about his
passions, the delicate vastness of unspoiled nature and the pressure that befalls remote
cultures and places.
Drew Doggett: “The idea is about preserving on camera some of the most unique and
distinctive places our world has to offer. As their heritage erodes to westernization, the
goal would be to bring awareness and help to people and be able to develop a greater
appreciation for cultural diversity as they face extinction.
“There are a lot of peoples being displaced via climate change and otherwise, and
animals and species are going extinct. One of the most alarming statistics that I’ve come
across in my work or my research is that there is an equal number of cultures that are
going extinct due to increasing pressures of westernization and development.”
This zeal for nature led Drew to an epiphany atop a mountain peak in Nepal where
he decided that the comfort of a New York City fashion studio was no longer his calling.
Instead, camera in hand he would travel to places near and far to capture remote
cultures and landscapes under duress.
“I decided that I wanted to leave the comforts of NYC and literally change my life
my intentions and inspiration. I quickly realized my passion lied more in being able to
tell stories of cultures, locales and subjects that come from various parts of the world
and how to shift in my focus and began telling the stories of indigenous cult and other
subjects.”
Drew’s fashion background, documentarian’s eye for detail, and affinity for capturing
the aesthetic of cultural morays, have rendered his work with a photojournalist’s ethic
and fine artist’s attention to the form, structure and symmetry that comprise the shapes
of nature.
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“I consider myself a blend between a documentary photographer,
a fashion photographer and a fine art photographer. A lot of my
sensibilities and aesthetics are informed by my time in fashion
and also from my early influences involving architecture from
my father [an architect] but I think that the way that I capture my
images or select my subjects there’s definitely an idealistic nature
to my images. I create and craft a documentary perspective but
I do it through a fashion inspired lens that focuses on individual
elements.
“At a young age I became entranced by the magic of
the darkroom. I never really set out to become a full-time
photographer but as time went on my passion for the subject and
the ability to tell stories through my artwork became stronger for
me – a discovered calling.”
That calling has taken Doggett from the Omo Valley in Ethiopia
to the Pacific Coast and from Camargue, France to Yosemite.
But wherever Doggett’s lens goes so too does his passion for the
environment and capturing the beautiful solemnity of unspoiled
nature.
“I want to transport my viewers to these locations … It’s about
transporting the sense of emotion or place that makes viewers
want to feel or visit that place or want to find a commonality
between them and what is a remote culture a share sense of
humanity if you will.
“As a photographer I’m fascinated by stories which cause us to
think critically about larger issues that we face with other cultures
and also globally. I think each series has its own unique natural
curiosity for a people and a place but also genuine interest
in how that subject fits into the larger conversation of how we
interact with one another and our environment. And so my work
with indigenous cultures is fed by my desire to understand that
which is foreign to me, accommodating my natural curiosity.

Perhaps on the surface they’re seemingly different subjects but
all have a commonality to them that drives my interest.”
That prevailing commonality is the increasing encroachment
of Westernization on remote peoples and places; a fleeting
snapshot in time. In both France and Ethiopia Drew’s lens bore
witness to cultures that are undergoing paradigm shifts due to
globalization. Drew went to Camargue, France to photograph
the eponymous horses and cattle that have been roaming the
wetlands for almost 20,000 years. When the Camargais were
roaming the open Solutrian marshes, the tribes of the Great Rift
Valley were developing their underpinnings of the adornment
practices we see today. Known for their ruggedness Camargais
have been ridden by everyone from Julius Caesar and Napoleon
to Nicholas Sarkozy.
It is the gardian who, like American cowboys and cattle
rustlers, evoke nostalgia of a bygone era. The unspoiled beauty
of the Omo Valley, in Southern Ethiopia, and Camargue evokes
a certain wistfulness for the past, especially in black and white. It
is appreciation for the disappearing cultural milieu of places like
the Camargue and Omo Valley that draws Doggett.
“It goes back to my desire to choose subjects that are on the
verge of extinction or westernization and the [gardian] cowboys
of the Riviera as they call themselves, have watched over these
beautiful all white horses for the last several hundred years and
developed this incredibly special bond with these animals. As
you can imagine times have changed; their profession and
cultural heritage and the role they play with these animals has
dramatically shifted due to change in their industry and so what
once was a very closed off community has had to … quickly and
dramatically adapt by opening up to tourism and other methods
of surviving and so I felt the natural urge to tell the story of
these remarkable individuals and their affinity and … respect
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for these animals.” Aside from a cultural archetype, a stylistic
visual discourse also informs Doggett’s work. Omo Valley tribes
such as the Suri, Karo, and Dassenach have been practicing
various forms of cultural beautification for centuries, a way of
life that is under duress from cultural diffusion brought about by
an ever shrinking world due to globalization. Doggett spends
months in the field immersing himself in his subjects’ cultural
visage learning about adornment practices that challenge the
western idea of beauty.
“The images that I took in the Omo Valley seek to capture
a larger more classical idea of beauty; one that speaks to
worlds beyond the immediate context of Southern Ethiopia so I
think that’s the case with many of my series, seeking a broader
definition of beauty and bringing seemingly very different cultures
together through this portrayal of beauty.
“I think the fashion influence in this particular series is more
apparent through how I approach my subject and frame them,
the composition, the backdrops or lack thereof, the negative
space, let’s say more of technical background or approach,
that’s where you see the fashion influence.
“My time … in the fashion industry has largely informed how I
approach my subjects developing the concepts of my series and
the stories I like to tell. it takes months upon months before I
pick up a camera and so developing the why, the why now, why
is this important, that largely comes from my time working with
[fashion photographer] Steven Klein.
“In the way I’ve approached tribes of Omo Valley you’ll see a
very, very strong sense of form and structure, composition, and
textures; a combination of macro images highlighting nuances of
texture for instance. When combined with more holistic images
that look at the identity and sense of self it’s the combination
of those two that really paint the picture and tell the story. “The
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tribes in the Great Rift Valley have some of the oldest lineage in
the world. They also face extreme pressures to westernize and
the youth are more and more attracted to live their lives in city
centers, and so you’ve seen in just a few generations a big shift in
their cultural heritage … Whether or not it’s good or bad is not
one of my objectives to determine. My aim is to document them
as they’ve existed without objectifying them and celebrate their
sense of self and identify as well as to start the conversation or
take part in conversation about what this Westernization means,
globally, if we don’t have cultures to learn from … the ability to
learn and understand, to share ideas across borders, countries
and continents, is important for the development of sense of self
and appreciation for others.”
Doggett will return to Africa to visit another ancient tribe, the
Randeile, who live on ancient Lake Turkana in Kenya, not far
from his previous venture in the Omo Valley. Drew will look to
conjure a similar ethic of self-expression and ethereal motifs that
he captured on his previous excursions to South Ethiopia.
“Not unlike my series on the Omo Valley I will explore the
beautification practices and other means of self-expression that
are unique to the region. Like the Omo Valley I will focus on their
creative expressions of self in a milieu that is similar to imagery
from the Omo – highly composed structured macro images of
their decoration or sense of self.
So with a backdrop like in the Omo Valley you’ll see that the
approach is informed by my time in the fashion industry. “I think
I also approach all my subjects whether they be sailboats horses
or landscapes in a very idyllic manner and that is in part due to
… my fashion influence, also my desire to tell a story of how
things have existed in the past as opposed to approaching it
with a more documentary perspective so my subjects are very
carefully researched and selected to tell the story I seek to
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share.”After spending much of his career abroad Drew felt the
calling to capture the grandeur of pristine landscapes closer to
home, travelling to the American West in conjunction with the
centennial of the National Park system, and Canada’s Sable
Island. The places are different but the motivation is the same,
Drew’s passionate, perilous reality of the earth’s natural beauty.
“My focus on the American West and the National Park system,
for instance, was a product of my fear that the next generation will
not be able to access with such ease these natural environments
that are such a remarkable gift that have been given to us, and
they are absolutely at risk with pollution, overcrowding, lack of
funding, and so on.
“Being able to capture, and document, and share these locales,
starts a conversation and also enables viewers to develop an
appreciation for these locations and the diversification that our
cultures offer. “I’ve never been as awestruck as I was standing at
the foot of El Capitan in Yosemite National Park.”
“I think you know the power of these massive rock structures.
Structures that make you feel incredibly humble. And then being
on Sable Island with a herd of 400 wild horses, sitting amongst
a family for an afternoon observing them; feeling connectedness
and picking up on the shared characteristics that we as humans
have with these beautiful and yet so powerful animals; those are
moments that provide a sense of connectedness to our natural
world.”
Doggett’s work has enjoyed national acclaim as part of the
Smithsonian’s African Art Museum’s photographic archives.
Reaching this pinnacle embodies Drew’s desire to capture
aesthetic beauty whilst likewise enlightening and educating the
public about the folkways of self-expression which are evocative
of yesteryear. As these cultures are under increased peril from
globalization Drew’s work will serve as a permanent archive for

generations to come. Institutions like the Smithsonian set out
with a mission to educate. As an artist who has a desire to have
his work used and utilized by institutions from around the world
for the purpose of educating others on cultural traditions it is a
wonderful feeling for that work to live on and hopefully develop
a genuine sense of shared humanity.
Having my work live beyond my lifetime and be appreciated for
generations to come, having it held in institutions that can house
it, display it, and promote my vision and ideas in perpetuity and
educate audiences on cultural diversity and topics and subjects
that I choose to photograph is my dream.” Breathtaking vistas,
equine habitats, or remote societies are the underlying themes
that embody Drew’s visual concept while an empathy for their
respective cultural ethic exemplifies Drew’s legacy.
“One of the biggest challenges that I face is finding a way to
honor my subjects as opposed to objectify them. Particularly in
a setting with indigenous cultures, capturing them with honor
is very, very important to the success of project … A genuine
interest in cultural diversity and pure ability to learn from other
cultures … is primarily what has inspired me to capture images
of cultures that are on the verge of westernization. The underlying
theme is more about celebrating and capturing cultures and
locales that are on the verge of disappearance – that’s my real
driving force.
Joshua M. Casper is a freelance journalist and writer from
Brooklyn, New York who has a decade of experience covering
sports, features and news. His work has been featured in the
greater New York metropolitan area and in national publications.
A graduate of Hofstra University in Long Island, New York, Mr.
Casper also has a communications consulting business which
can be viewed, along with his work at www.caspercom.com.
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